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Everything You Need to Survive the Apocalypse
Elio believes he has left behind his first love - but as an affair with an older man intensifies, his thoughts turn to the past
and to Oliver. Oliver, a college professor, husband and father, is preparing to leave New York. The imminent trip stirs up
longing and regret, awakening an old desire and propelling him towards a decision that could change everything. In Call Me
By Your Name, we fell in love with Oliver and Elio. Find Me returns to these unforgettable characters, exploring how love
can ripple out from the past and into the future.

Mean Girls: A Novel
Abby has always considered herself to be a little vanilla—sweet,plain, but not very exciting. So when she finds herself flying
across the ocean to London, trying to forget her problems with her cheating ex-boyfriend and her overprotective parents,
she figures her semester abroad is her chance to become one big hot fudge sundae. And she isn't disappointed. London
boasts a plethora of funky pubs and shops, drivers on the wrong side of the street, French fries called chips, and a very
charming Brit named Ian. As Abby moves closer to the vision of her wild child self, she realizes that sometimes leaving what
you know best actually brings you closer to what you best know—yourself. This S.A.S.S. (Students Across the Seven Seas)
novel is one of the first two in our new study abroad fiction series. Teen girls will latch onto these books as they're
enmeshed in the lives of characters just like themselves, who are experiencing new cultures, new friendships, and new
worlds through study abroad!

Riverdale: Season Three
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When a girl bites off more than she can chew Laine barely has enough time for herself, much less for romance. But she's
always hungry for more projects -- so she signs up to teach a cooking class at her local community center. As it turns out,
the guy co-teaching the class with her, Seth, is not just cute, but downright delicious! When Seth offers her a waitressing
job at his family's restaurant, Hype, Laine can't resist. Just as Seth finally warms up to Laine, she finds out that Callie,
another waitress at Hype, is cooking up a plan to steal Seth for herself. But tensions really reach their boiling point when
Laine's restaurant critic mother writes a scathing review of Hype! Will Laine have to put love on the back burner again?

Emily Goldberg Learns to Salsa
Emily is a Jewish girl from the suburbs of New York. Her mother has family in Puerto Rico, but Emily has never had contact
with them—ever. Then Emily’s grandmother dies and Emily is forced to go to the Caribbean for her funeral. Buttoned-up
Emily wants nothing to do with her big, noisy Puerto Rican family, until a special person shows her that one dance can
change the beat of your heart.

Gettin' Lucky
Prudence Stewart is FINALLY getting her witch on at Agatha's Day School. Sadly, her love life isn't quite so charmed. Boy
trouble is lurking, big-time: • First, there's Angelo, Pru's adorable crush-next-door. When he shows up at Agatha's, it spells TR-O-U-B-L-E for Pru. Especially when it comes to • Samuel, Pru's best bud and tutor in all things magical. For Angelo and
Samuel, it was loathe at first sight. • And then there's Daniel, the bad boy with wicked talent -- who also happensto be the
great-great-great-great-grandson of Pru's nemesis, Agatha herself. With all this boy drama, it's all Pru can do to prep for the
national cheerleading competition -- the one that will bring her broomstick-to- spirit-stick with her former squad AND her
boy-stealing ex-BFF. A little magic just might come in handy right now.

The Ex Games
Everyone is hiding something in this companion to the third season of the massive hit CW series Riverdale, by Scholastic
writer Micol Ostow and Riverdale artists Thomas Pitilli and Joe Eisma. Take a deeper dive into some of the skeletons buried
in and around Riverdale as well as hidden and unexpected connections to the Farm and the Game.

Disenchanted Princess
Which do you follow: your head or your heart? When Sylvie loses the diamond from her late mother's ring, her best friend,
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Cherise, insists it's a sign that love is about to enter Sylvie's life. Yeah, right. Sylvie doesn't believe in signs -- she only
stargazes through her telescope. But she also knows Cherise won't drop it, so to humor her Sylvie agrees to date the next
boy who asks. Sure enough, a new guy appears in school, and Sylvie's the object of his affection. Maybe Cherise was right
after all? But when the sparks don't fly and Cherise thinks Sylvie's just scared, Sylvie ends up confiding in an old friend.
Could finding the perfect guy be as rare as catching a shooting star?

In the Stars
30 Guys in 30 Days
True love needs no disguise. Kaitlyn Nichols craves a little mystery and mayhem in her life. Having a secret agent for a
father should do the trick, but unfortunately Dad is no 007, and danger is nowhere on the horizon. But all that changes
when Mr. Nichols brings home Blaine, a seventeen-year-old hottie who's about to enter the Witness Protection Program.
Suddenly Kaitlyn's in the perilous position of protecting the cutest guy she's ever met! When Dad enrolls Blaine in her high
school, it's up to Kait to detect the girls who want himand the guys who want him dead. Meanwhile, Kait's about to discover
that there's one little thing she can't protect -- her heart.

Popular Vote
Who needs Prince Charming if you've got a rock star? It's official. Olivia is a superfreak. Sure, she may have landed the
hottest internship at an übercool TV music station. And yes, she's chilling with A-listers in London all summer. But when she
meets her very first pop star, she gets caught in a revolving glass door and falls smack down on her bum -- all in one quick
motion. Luckily, Rocker Boy thinks Liv's quirks are adorable. He takes her clubbing at the hippest spots! Liv may be clumsy
on solid ground, but on the dance floor she sparkles. The summer's just begun and she's already captured the spotlight -and a celeb's heart, too. Now if only she was sure he's the right guy

The Boys Next Door
Major change came to Argentina during the first decades of the twentieth century. Following the mass influx of European
immigrants to the country during the beginning of the century, a truly national culture was produced through mass media,
facilitating the assimilation of immigrants and their descendants. New forms of media emerged, such as radio and cinema,
as did new forms of entertainment, such as tango songs, films, and radio theater. Yet despite the unifying effect of popular
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culture, the nation remained divided, and, if anything, more so in 1950 than in 1910. This book argues that the key to
understanding this paradox lies in a reassessment of the mass culture of the 1920s and 1930s. With a focus on film and
radio in and around Buenos Aires, the locus of production as well as much of the market consumption, Karush shows how
integration and class fractures occurred simultaneously in a short span of the country's history. He brings together the
usually separated subjects of radio and cinema to show how they can combine to gauge a larger cultural and political
environment and shed light on class distinctions. The book contributes to an ongoing discussion of the relationship between
power and mass culture. It will be of interest to scholars of cultural history and urban studies and those interested in Latin
American history and culture.

Crush du Jour
When it comes to love, sometimes it's sink or swim. As if it's not bad enough that Darby had to leave NYC and her BF to
move to Florida, where her family's started running a hotel, now she has to help with the hotel's annual Valentine's Day
Cupid's Ball. Things start looking up when local beach hottie Zach takes Darby surfing and shows her around. Beach life
actually starts to grow on this fish out of water. Then -- surprise! A week before the ball, Darby's NYC ex decides to pay her
a visit. Darby's knee-deep in guilt because she realizes she's fallen for Zach! This Valentine's Day, is Darby ready to dive
into a new relationship with the guy who's captured her heart?

GoldenGirl
When Paige's ex-boyfriend Jeremy returns to Bradford Prep, Paige is torn between the feelings she still has for him and her
new boyfriend, Tyler.

Scary Beautiful
I have always been broken. I could have died. And maybe it would have been better if i had. It is a day like any other when
seventeen-year-old Melinda hits the road for San Francisco, leaving behind her fractured home life and a constant assault
on her self-esteem. Henry is the handsome, charismatic man who comes upon her, collapsed on a park bench, and offers
love, a bright new consciousness, and—best of all—a family. One that will embrace her and give her love. Because family is
what Mel has never really had. And this new family, Henry's family, shares everything. They share the chores, their bodies,
and their beliefs. And if Mel truly wants to belong, she will share in everything they do. No matter what the family does, or
how far they go. Told in episodic verse, Family is a fictionalized exploration of cult dynamics, loosely based on the Manson
Family murders of 1969. It is an unflinching look at people who are born broken, and the lengths they'll go to to make
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themselves "whole" again.

Culture of Class
Chloe Rand's life is great. She has a serious boyfriend, she's about to start her junior year of high school, and she has a
tight group of girlfriends. But when her boyfriend moves across the country and decides the long-distance-relationship thing
just isn't for him, Chloe's devastated. Worse, she soon learns that when you're the prettiest girl in school and totally
unattached, everyone starts treating you differently. Girls don't trust you, guys aren't sure what to make of you, and
everyone assumes you're either spoiled, dumb, or both. Chloe realizes that she's been living the last few years in a bubble
and decides to do something about it. But when she falls for Billy, a total geek, will it make her situation betteror worse?
Scary Beautiful A Romantic Comedy for every girl who has fallen for the wrong guy

Go Ask Malice
Could a forgotten cutie be Katelyn's newest catch? Katelyn Spears is a firm believer in the two-date rule. First dates are so
awkward; every guy deserves a second chance. But a third? Not unless he's got serious Romeo potential. Enter Tyler. Tyler
thinks Katelyn's rule is too harsh. He dares her to go back through her Little Pink Book and grant a third date to all the twodate duds. Oh, and she should report back to the whole school via her newspaper column. Standing by her policy (and
determined to prove Tyler wrong), Katelyn makes a few phone calls. But will any of her old flames rekindle a romance?

Nancy Drew
A fifteen-year-old high school student becomes involved with an evangelical Christian girl in spite of his father's adamant
atheism and his own confusion about life.

Cop Without a Badge
9781442430150:A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.

Death of a Cheerleader (Riverdale, Novel #4)
The next tween musical sensation from Netflix and the creator of High School Musicaland Disney's Descendants! When high
schooler Julie, a star in the makingwho has lost her spark after the death of her mother, discovers a CD from 90s band
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Sunset Curve, she accidentally brings them back as ghosts! Sunset Curve's members died before their rock-and-roll
dreamshad a chance to come true, but now they'll help Julie uncover the real power of music and bring all their dreams to
life! Learn how Julie and the Phantoms bring their passion for music to life in this novelization of season one of the new
Netflix show!

Changeling Places
From Bassem Youssef, aka the Jon Stewart of the Arab World, and author Catherine R. Daly comes a hilarious and heartfelt
story about prejudice, friendship, empathy, and courage.

Getting to Third Date
Brace yourself for the battle of the exes. Hayden and Nick used to be a hot item, but their brief affair ended with a highly
publicized breakup. Now the two are "just friends," excluding the occasional flirtation. When Hayden wins the girls' division
of a local snowboarding competition, Nick is unimpressed, claiming that Hayden wouldn't have a chance against a guy.
Hayden calls Nick's bluff and challenges him to a head-to-head boarding contest. Their mutual friends quickly take sides,
the girls on Hayden's and the boys on Nick's, making for an all-out battle of the sexes. This friendly competition is bound to
get heated -- and they might end up igniting some old flames.

She's a Witch Girl
I may be in the middle of nowhere, but I still have standards! Like it's not bad enough Daddy's in jail for embezzlement (he's
a super-successful Hollywood agent, btw, and totally innocent), but since my fashion-model mom died when I was a baby
(I'm sure you've seen the E! True Hollywood Story) I've been shipped off to Possum Grape, Arkansas, to live with relatives
I've never even met. You read that right: Possum. Grape. Not only is there no Starbucks in this town, but I'm sharing a room
with a six-year-old and I'm about to miss the biggest social event of the year back in L.A. I'm not sure how yet, but I will get
back to civilization. Until then, I may be stuck on a farm, but no one's gonna keep me from ruling the roost!

The Magical Reality of Nadia
Marching to the beat of a different drum Tired of the beauty-pagean circuit, Virginia Sauter tosses her tiara, pierces her
nose, and auditions for the most unlikely of roles -- drum major of the high school marching band. Virginia wins, but is
forced to share the title with Drew, whose family has held the position for generations. Sure, Drew is hot, but because of his
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superior attitude, he and Virginia are constantly arguing. That is, until they share more than just their half-time salute But
as the drum major's heated competition turns to sizzling romance, explosive rumors threaten everything -- including the
band's success. Love seemed to be a sure hit, but Virginia and Drew may be marching straight into disaster.

Major Crush
True love doesn't always follow a script. Tracy Vance's love life is a total flop. Sure, she has a cool job as a tour guide at a
real Hollywood movie studio, but when it comes to her personal life, she can barely get her crush, Connor, to notice her.
Then Tracy gets a brilliant idea: Why not win Connor's heart with some help from the big screen? Taking her cues from her
favorite chick flicks, Tracy puts Operation Ro Com into action, and it actually seems to work! But Tracy soon realizes that
getting the leading man isn't the same as keeping him. Maybe things never work out like they do in the movies--or do they?

So Punk Rock
17-year-old Winnie Flynn, a closet horror fan with a starkly realistic worldview, has never known her mum's sister, Maggie: a
high-profile reality TV producer. But in the wake of her mother's suicide, Winnie is recruited by Maggie to spend a summer
in New Jersey, working as a production assistant on her current hit. At first Winnie figures that she has nothing to lose; her
father has checked out, and Maggie is the only family she has left. But things get increasingly weird on set as Winnie is
drawn into a world of paranormal believers and non-believers alike.

Love Undercover
Looking for love in Las Vegas Cass Parker is a big believer in luck, fate, and all things cosmic. So she's devastated when she
walks in on her supposed best friend macking with Jesse, the guy she's in total "like" with. Talk about bad karma. Vegas is
just full of cheaters, Cass concludes -- even the locals. Cass refuses to sulk. She finds new friends and even gets invited to
their weekly poker night -- totally casual and not-for-profit, of course. They seem pretty chill, and Cass definitely needs to
get out more. So after consulting her horoscope, she gets in the game. But when Jesse turns up for a final showdown, it
turns out that Cass isn't so good at bluffing -- not when it comes to matters of the heart.

Julie and the Phantoms: Season One Novelization
Will you go to the proms with me? It was love at first sight for Emily and Ethan. But then Em lost his number and, with it, all
the hope of finding a real boyfriend before the end of senior year. All she knows about Ethan is his first name, that he has a
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supercute smile, and that he's going to a prom this month. Which high school? That's anyone's guess. Em enlists the help of
her three best friends, who quickly score formal wear and hail a limo. Together, Emily, Max and Sid vow to find Ethan, to
find a cure for senioritis, and most important, to find true love -- one hilarious prom night at a time.

Book Review Index
In an election year, sixteen-year-old Erin Bright sets aside her familiar supporting role as daughter of the mayor and
girlfriend of the student body president to stand up for what she believes in and protect an historic park from being
replaced by a gas station.

Sea of Love
Cute, available, and one cabin over Lori lives for summertime on the lake. She spends all season wakeboarding, swimming,
and hanging with her friends -- including the two hotties in the house next door. With the Vader brothers, Lori's always been
one of the guys. But while Lori and the "baby" brother, Adam, are inseparable friends, she can't deny a secret crush on
Sean, the older Vader boy. This year Sean's been paying Lori a lot of attention, and not in a brotherly way. But just as Lori
decides to prove to Sean she's girlfriend material, she realizes that her role as girl friend to Adam may be even more
important. And by trying so hard for the perfect summer romance, she could be going way overboard.

Find Me
Betty, Veronica, Cheryl and the rest of the River Vixens are heading out of town for the weekend on a cheerleading retreat.
So Archie, Jughead and the rest of the guys decide to have a poker night at La Bonne Nuit. But a storm causes the power to
go out, and the speakeasy goes into lockdown. When the lights come back on, all of the cash is gone. The thief has to be
someone the guys know but who?

The Devil and Winnie Flynn
Babies all over town are being switched for seemingly exact replicas. When itbecomes apparent that Wyatt is not Wyatt,
the Charmed Ones spring into actionto save their family, their legacy, and the next generation of San Francisco.Original.

Contemporary Authors
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Every 3rd issue is a quarterly cumulation.

Westminster Abby
While on the brink of seeing her military boyfriend off to Iraq, tragedy strikes Sarah's family and she must find a way to deal
with both the uncertainty of a family member as well as watching the man she loves head off to war.

The Secret Life of a Teenage Siren
A biographical and bibliographical guide to current writers in all fields including poetry, fiction and nonfiction, journalism,
drama, television and movies. Information is provided by the authors themselves or drawn from published interviews,
feature stories, book reviews and other materials provided by the authors/publishers.

Love, Hollywood Style
What's the difference between a cop and Kevin Maher? Kevin doesn't have a badge. And he doesn't play by the rules. Cop
Without A Badge tracks confidential informant Kevin Maher as he helps the NYPD, the FBI, and many other law enforcement
agencies solve cases that range from robbery to extortion to homicide. In the process, Kevin becomes the highest paid CI
the DEA ever had. But Kevin's motives are more complicated than simply money. Having been arrested for Grand Theft
Auto at the age of sixteen, his felony conviction prevents him from being what he always wanted to be: a police officer. So
now he's out to prove to himself he truly is what he could've been. A cop. Even without a badge. Kevin Maher was 39 years
old and living in New Jersey in 1996 when Cop Without A Badge was first published. Maher now works as a private
investigator in the state of California.

Dawn's Early Light
Based on the TV series Nancy Drew, the most-watched new show on the CW! In this prequel novel, the beloved teen sleuth
investigates a sinister, once-dormant curse that may be threatening her town once more. This is Nancy Drew for today,
perfect for fans of Riverdale, The Chilling Adventures of Sabrina, and Stranger Things! A curse is just a mystery dressed up
in a sharp, stern warning. And everyone knows that I love a mystery. Nancy Drew isn’t one for ghost stories. So when the
annual Horseshoe Bay Naming Day celebration is threatened by eerie warnings of an old curse, Nancy is sure
someone—someone human—is behind them. And no way is she letting this person stand in the way of her best friend,
Daisy, finally getting her day in the spotlight as the lead in the much-anticipated Naming Day reenactment. But as Nancy
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begins investigating, the so-called marks of the curse become bolder…and more sinister. A vandalized locker and ominous
notes are one thing, but soon enough lives—including Nancy’s own—are at stake. Though the dreams and eerie visions
plaguing Nancy are certainly just products of her own mind…right? All old towns have their traditions and histories, but as
Nancy will soon discover, they don’t always tell the whole story.

Family
Growing up with an imaginary friend as her only companion, Faith is removed from her home by social services before
being approached by Diana Dormer of the Watchers Council, who reveals Faith's destiny as a Chosen One. Original. 25,000
first printing. (Tie-in to the syndicated television series, created by Joss Whedon, starring Sarah Michelle Gellar, James
Marston, Alyson Hannigan, Nicholas Brendon, & others) (Horror)

Prom Crashers
Four suburban New Jersey students from the Leo R. Gittleman Jewish Day School form a rock band that becomes
inexplicably popular, creating exhilaration, friction, confrontation, and soul-searching among its members. Original.

Dancing Queen
Practice makes not-quite-perfect Claudia Clarkson just cut the cord from her high school love-you-forever boyfriend. Sure,
she misses Drew. But with so many eligibles on her new college campus, why study ancient history? Problem is, Claudia's
lived in la-la-loveland for so long that she's completely forgotten how to meet boys -- and how to flirt. Then her roommate
proposes a solution: Meet one new guy every day for thirty days. Consider it "target practice" for when Mr. Perfect comes
along. Claudia's game, but she definetely hasn't got game. In fact, Flirting 101 could be her toughest course to pass

Do-Over
Geeky to gorgeous in sixty seconds Roxy's about to turn sixteen, but life isn't so sweet. As a band geek, Roxy can barely
get the cute guys to notice her, much less go out with her. Then, on her birthday, Roxy is transformed into a siren:
seductively beautiful with the power to control all men. She thought sirens were an ancient myth, but suddenly Roxy can
get any guy she wants with just a few notes on her flute. There are only two rules: don't tell anyone about being a siren,
and don't fall in love. When she starts dating Zach, the guy everybody's crushing on, Roxy realizes she could get used to
this siren thingbut how can she keep herself from falling in love?
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